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ABSTRACT
By using network reconfiguration process many distribution system problems can be solved such as planning,
energy restoration and loss minimization. This paper describes about loss reduction in a radial distribution system by
doing network reconfiguration using new algorithm i.e. Gravitational Search Algorithm [GSA].GSA considers all
the objectives in order to meet the reliability requirements. And because of this the processing time can be reduced
also the quality of solution can be improved. The proposed approach has been applied to distribution test systems
including IEEE 33 system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Distribution systems are designed to operate in a radial
configuration only even though it is designed in meshed
structure also. Because radial structure has many
advantages over meshed structure like simple in
construction, operation is simple and initial cost is less.
In a distribution system network reconfiguration is
processes that chances the topological structure of feeder
by managing the open/close status of the sectionalizing
and tie switches in distribution system in order to
minimize the losses. Usually sectionalizing switches will
be in closed position and that of tie switches will be in
open position. Obviously more the number of switches,
there will be more options to do reconfiguration of the
network in order to get better effects towards
minimizing the losses.
Consumer demands vary with time of day, day of the
week and season; therefore feeder reconfiguration
enables load transfers from heavily to weakly loaded
regions. Network reconfiguration can also be used in
planning studies, in order to determine the optimal
configuration of the network during the overall planning
procedure.
Furthermore,
online
configuration
management becomes an important part of distribution
automation when remote controlled switches are
employed [1]. Since a typical distribution system may
have hundreds of switches, a combinatorial analysis of

all possible options is not a practical proposition. The
radiallity constraint and the discrete nature of the switch
values prevent the use of classical optimization
techniques to solve the reconfiguration problem.
Network reconfiguration is done mainly due to:
i. It can provide service to as many as consumer as
possible even in the planned outage condition for
maintenance purpose.
ii. Avoid system over loading of network elements by
balancing the loads.
iii. System losses can be reduced.
Ganesh et al. [2] presented paper based on an efficient
approach to feeder reconfiguration for loss reduction and
voltage profile improvement in unbalanced radial
distribution system. Enoque et el. [3] presented paper,
how the application of loss minimization in network
reconfiguration In distribution system can help to
evaluate online reconfiguration benefits in each node of
the system.
Dan Jiang et al. [4] presented paper on single
comprehensive algorithm for distribution system switch
reconfiguration and capacitor control. In this paper
Simulated Annealing is employed to optimize the switch
reconfiguration of distribution system. Zeng Rong et al.
[5] used Minimal Nodal Voltage method and Genetic
Algorithm for loss minimization in radial distribution
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system. Chang-Fu change [6] presented a paper to study
distribution system operation by Ant Colony Search
algorithm (ACSA). The ACSA is relatively new and
power full Swarm intelligence method for solving
optimization problems. They observed that the results of
ACSA are better than SA and GA, and this method is
suitable for large scale distribution system.
Yong-Jae Jeon et al. [7] presented paper on loss
minimization by Simulated Annealing algorithm which
is suitable particularly for large combinatorial
optimization problem. A branch exchange type heuristic
algorithm has been suggested by Civanlar et al [8],
where a simple formula has been derived to determine
how a branch exchange affects the losses. In
Shirmohammadi and Hong [9] the solution method starts
with a meshed distribution system obtained by
considering all switches closed. Then the switches are
opened successively to eliminate the l oops.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

III. GRAVITATIONAL SEARCH
ALGORITHM
A. Over view of GSA
GSA was introduced by Rashedi et al. in 2009 and is
intended to solve optimization problems. The population
based heuristic algorithm is based on the law of gravity
and mass interactions. The algorithm is comprised of
collection of searcher agents that interact with each
other through the gravity force [1]. The agents are
considered as objects and their performance is
measured by their masses. The gravity force causes a
global movement where all objects move towards other
objects with heavier masses. The slow movement of
heavier masses guarantees the exploitation step of the
algorithm and corresponds to good solutions. The
masses are actually obeying the law of gravity as
shown in Equation (1) and the law of motion in
Equation (2).
(1)

A. Objective function
The main objective is to minimize the losses in radial
distribution system in order to improve the voltage
profile.
Min f = min
Where

is the total real power loss of the system.

Constraints
i.Bus voltage limit.
Where
is voltage magnitude at the
node and
and
are the allowable voltage limits at the
same bus.
ii. Feeder limit.
i=1, 2…
Where

is the current amplitude and

maximum allowable current value in the
And
is total number of feeders
iii. Radial structure of network.
Where
is the number of buses,
of substations.

is
feeder.

is number

a= F/M
(2)
Based on Equation (1), F represents the magnitude of the
gravitational force, G is gravitational constant, M1 and
M2 are the mass of the first and second objects and R is
the distance between the two objects. Equation (1)
shows that in the Newton law of gravity, the
gravitational force between two objects is directly
proportional to the product of their masses and inversely
proportional to the square of the distance between the
objects. While for Equation (2), Newton’s second law
shows that when a force, F, is applied to an object,
its acceleration, a, depends on the force and its mass,
M.
In GSA, the agent has four parameters which are
position, inertial mass, active gravitational mass, and
passive gravitational mass [1]. The position of the
mass represents the solution of the problem, where the
gravitational and inertial masses are determined using a
fitness function. The algorithm is navigated by adjusting
the gravitational and inertia masses, whereas each
mass presents a solution. Masses are attracted by the
heaviest mass. Hence, the heaviest mass presents an
optimum solution in the search space. The steps of GSA
are as follows:
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Step 1: Agents initialization:
The positions of the N number of agents are initialized
randomly
=(

)

,

where i=1, 2….N

Acceleration of the

(11)
is the total force acting on

represents the positions of the
agent in the
dimension, while n is the space dimension.
Step 2: Fitness evolution and best fitness computation:
For minimization or maximization problems, the fitness
evolution is performed by evaluating the best and worst
fitness for all agents at each iteration.
Minimization problems:
Best (t) = min fit j (t)
(4)
J

Maximization problems:
Best (t) = max fit j (t)
J
Worst (t) = min fit j (t)
J

agent calculated as:

∑

(12)

Kbest is the set of first K agents with the best
fitness value and biggest mass. Kbest will decrease
linearly with time and at the end there will be only one
agent applying force to the others.
is computed as the following equation:
= G (t)

Worst (t) = max fit j (t)
J

agents at iteration t is computed.

((

(13)

(5)
is the force acting on agent i from agent j at
(6)

(7)

dimension and
iteration.
is the Euclidian
distance between two agents i and j at iteration t. G(t) is
the computed gravitational constant at the same iteration
while ε is a small constant.
Step 6: Velocity and positions of agents:

fit j(t) represents the fitness value of the
agent at
iteration t, best(t) and worst(t) represents the best and
worst fitness at iteration t.

Velocity and the position of the agents at next iteration
(t+1) are computed based on the following equations:

Step 3: Gravitational constant (G) computation:

(14)

Gravitational constant G is computed at iteration t
(15)
⁄

(8)

and are initialized at the beginning and will be
reduced with time to control the search accuracy. T is
the total number of iterations.
Step 4: Masses of the agents’ calculation:

Step 7: Repeat steps 2 to 6
Steps 2 to 6 are repeated until the iterations reach their
maximum limit. The best fitness value at the final
iteration is computed as the global fitness while the
position of the corresponding agent at specified
dimensions is computed as the global solution of that
particular problem. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of GSA.

Gravitational and inertia masses for each agent are
calculated at iteration t.
(9)
∑

(10)

Step 5: Accelerations of agents’ calculation:
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Case

Total

Loss

loss(KW)

reconf (KW)

reduction(KW)

78.74

60.1625

23.6%

2:

360.4

264.46

26.6%

3:

970.8

661.914

31.817%

1:

after

%loss

half load
Case
full load
Case

over load

Figure 2: single line diagram of 33bus test system

Figure 1: Flowchart of GSA

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
For 33 bus-test system before doing network
reconfiguration losses in 33bus test system was 79KW
and after doing reconfiguration losses becomes 60KW.
So after doing network reconfiguration the losses were
reduced up to 23.6% for half load condition.

Figure 3 : single line diagram of 33bus test system after

reconfiguration
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 The presented optimization algorithm has low
computational time, allowing its application in the
context of large scale distribution systems.
 The considered ENS objective function
accompanied by other objectives paves the way to
have a reliable and economic condition in distributed
systems.
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